Exterior buildings from Panel Built, Inc. are ideal for a number of applications. Field offices, on-site consultant space, machine storage, substation enclosures and basic commercial space are just a few of the possibilities.

Pre-Engineered Monitoring

Exterior Modular Buildings:
- Offer a wide selection of finishes and accessories.
- Custom-built to suit your specific application.
- Insulated and weather proof with HVAC systems.
- Easily moved with a forklift.

Standard Options Include:
- 26 Gauge Stucco-Embossed Steel Faced Panels
- R-11 Poly-Styrene Insulation in Panels
- Powder Coated or Galvanized Diamond Plate Flooring
- Wall Hung Package Unit HVAC
- 3-0 x 7-0 Door with Half Glass
- Picture and/or Sliding Glass Window
- Many Other Options Available Upon Request

Pre-fabricated exterior buildings from Panel Built, Inc. offer weather-tight solutions for a number of uses including guard booths, control houses, air monitoring shelters and equipment control houses. Engineered to meet the specific application requirements, these buildings are designed to accommodate special equipment, and come completely assembled on a fork or crane liftable steel base.